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10th Annual Fly-in
Smashes Record: 106 RVs!
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EAA CHAPTER 105 Pancake Breakfast:

Events Calendar
Meeting coordinator:
Randall Henderson
503-297-5045
randallh@home.com

MONTHLY MEETING:
(2nd Thursday every month, various locations, 7:00 pm)
Place:
Date:
Time:
Phone:

Phil Spingola’s RV-6 project
Thursday, July 12, 2001
7:00 pm
503-603-0195

First Saturday of every month at Twin Oaks Airpark,
8:00 am, $5.00 (always lot’s of RVs to look at too!)
This month: 7/7/2001

EAA CHAPTER 105 Monthly Meeting:
Third Thursday of every month at the EAA 105 hangar/
clubhouse, Twin Oaks Airpark, 7:00 pm. See www.
eaa105.org for details
This month: 7/19/2001

EAA CHAPTER 902 Monthly Meeting:
Second Wednesday of every month at the Mulino Airport in the OPA building. For info call Bob Boring at
503-661-7627
This month: 7/11/2001

The July meeting will be at Phil Spingola's RV-6 project. Phil is presently working on the wings, assembling
the spars and ribs.

DRIVING DIRECTIONS:
From HWY 217: Take the exit for 99W to the West.
Go West about 2 miles. When you see the Blockbuster
Video on the left side of the street, get into the left lane.
When you get to the 'Room Store' furniture store on the
right, take the next left which is Canterbury Lane, and
proceed up the hill. Turn right onto 109th Ave. and continue going up the hill. The road will curve to the left.
About 1 1/2 blocks on the left will be 'Canterbury
Woods' Condominiums. The drive way is a 'U' shape
and has two entrances. Phil's place is closer to the second entrance. The building is building 7, lower right
unit. Garage door will be open.
If you can find a place, please park on the street.
Parking is limited, and some of the residents are sensitive to this problem.

Future meeting schedule:
Aug:
Sept:
Oct:

Pacific Coast Avionics (tentative)
Dean Psiropolous RV-6 project
t.b.d.

Meeting places are always needed: if you’d be interested
in hosting a meeting please contact Randall Henderson
at 503-297-5045 or randallh@home.com

Wanted: RV Pilots—The weekend of September 22nd,
the local Columbia Cascade Chapter of 99s are having
a NW Sectional Convention in Portland. On that Saturday Morning, the 22nd, I have scheduled the spouses of
the 99s attending the convention to tours Van’s Aircraft,
(while the 99s are holding a business meeting.) I have
told the Convention Organizers that I would try to get
some local RV Pilots to give rides, after the tour that
morning, for these men in their RV’s. Harmon and I will
be giving rides also. Some of the spouses are pilots;
some are only spouses who enjoy flying along with their
wives. We’re guessing there’ll be approximately 15-20
men touring Van’s. If you would be willing to give a ride
to one of these men, please give me a call.
Marcy Lange 503-397-6916, 9/01

Subscription Due Dates
Mail subscribers: Your renewal date is in the upper
right corner of your mailing label. Use the form at the
back of this newsletter if there are any changes, otherwise just mail a check to the editor, or pay at a meeting.
E-mail subscribers: Look for your name and renewal
date in the e-mail that the newsletter is attached to.
All subscription data is tracked in an Access database.
Data entry errors can happen - if you find an error in
your renewal date please contact the editor.
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10th Annual Fly-in Recap

T

he 10th Annual Northwest RV Fly-in is now history. Our previous RV attendance record was set in 1999 at
80 RVs. This year that record was smashed with an official count of 106 RV series aircraft in attendance.
Land-based attendance was healthy too… 293 lunches were served. Janet and the crew had to make a couple
of runs to the store for extra supplies while Randy Griffin just kept on flippin burgers. Meanwhile this year’s t-shirt
moguls, Dan & Sun Benua, sold out of the 170 t-shirts that were made up.
Fly-in boss Don “the Duck” Wentz wishes to pass along his thanks to all the volunteers for yet another fantastic
event. He’s already planning a few tweaks to the formula for next year — great!
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Salmon Arm!
By Randall Henderson

I

magine a deep, deep gorge, cutting through mountains that soar like giant teeth to heights of nine thousand feet and more. Imagine a river snaking its way
through the bottom of the gorge, and other, smaller rivers entering from similar gorges on all sides. Imagine
cumulus clouds clustering around the tops of those
mountains, forming a broken ceiling — not impenetrable, but one that you'd nonetheless just as soon remain
below. Imagine rays of sunshine streaming through the
gaps in these clouds, and occasional rain falling in long
gossamer sheets, back-lit by the sun.
Now imagine you're in a pack five tiny gleaming
airplanes, streaking down that gorge at 160 knots, immersed in the scenery and awed at the beauty surrounding you, but also continually vigilant, conscious of the
challenge of keeping track of where you are, where your
wingman is, which gorge you need to turn down next,
and what special airspace is coming up around the next
bend.
That's about as well as I can describe what it was
like after the five of us — myself, Denny Jackson, Carl
Hay, Gary Hanson, and Dan Delano, took off after the
Salmon Arm fly-in for the return trip via the Thompson
and Frasier River canyons in British Columbia.
If you've read the last few newsletters, you know
that I had a hankering to go up to the Salmon Arm Air
Affair this year, to more or less follow in the footsteps
of a few of our group who've done the same thing in
past years after the Scappoose fly-in. The Salmon Arm
gig is on Sunday, with a dinner for early arrivals on Saturday Night, all of which works perfectly as a follow-on
to our own fly-in on Saturday.
So Saturday I did my duty at Scappoose, running
airplane parking for an hour or so, then poking around
the airplanes for a bit before making the final preparations for Salmon Arm. Other than the airplane parking
shift, I didn't really get much of a chance to participate
in the fly-in, as flight planning and phone calls to customs and other preparations for a border-crossing trip
tend to be time consuming.
Rion Bourgeois showed up with an overnight bag
and no airplane, and I took pity on him and took him on
as my co-pilot. So around 2:15 PM, the five planes in
my group departed Scappoose, on a flight path that took
us north of Mount Adams, towards Yakima, then north
over Lake Chelan, up the Okanogan Valley to Penticton.
I'd more or less put my foot in it by stirring up interest in this whole thing, and as a result found myself out
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front, flight leader for the group of five that came with
me. I have a lot less experience at long XC trips than
most of the others in my flight, but the it was good experience, and the challenge of staying ahead of the
game — staying more or less straight and level, navigating, and communicating, was really pretty fun.
Clearing customs at Penticton was as easy as I'd
heard it to be these days: a phone call to 1-888CANPASS, take down an "entry number", and you're in.
The FSS at Penticton was typical of what I'd previously
experienced with Canadian FSSs — they're on the field
and supposed to be "advisory only", but the frequency is
mandatory, they respond to every radio call and give
you "advisory" instructions for everything, and what
you end up with sure feels to me like a tower controller.
But just when you're getting used to this and ask for
clearance to do something, they'll come back with
"Sure, that's at your discretion. We're only advisory!"
We went in to the office to inquire about the
weather up in Salmon Arm, and the briefer responded
with "Well, it gets a bit cooler up there this time of year,
and you tend to get a little more rain what with those
mountains and all — overall its wetter than down here
but still pretty nice...." we were just starting to think the
Canadians have a different definition of the term
"weather briefing" but then he said "Oh, you mean the
weather right NOW! Uh, just a sec, I know I have that
around here somewhere...." Wierd ducks those Canadians.
Kevin Lane and Brian Moentenich, along their S/
Os, had left earlier than my group, but were on the
"economy" plan, flying slow and conserving fuel, so
they had arrived at Penticton just after we did. And
Scott Risan and Rob Butt were already there with the
RV-7 when we arrived. So the eight of us all took off
more or less together for the last 85 miles to Salmon
Arm. That last leg was beautiful, as we flew over Okanogan Lake, through the Class C airspace at Kelowna
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without calling them (OOPS! we got an earful about
about that later) and up to where the Okanogan valley
narrows to a point at Salmon Arm.
We were just about the only planes who flew in that
evening, and the only ones who camped on the field, but
the entire membership of the Salmon Arm Flying Club
was there, and they put on a nice Lasagna dinner in their
clubhouse. As we dined, the next day's two airshow
acts — a Pitts Biplane and a Decathalon — both performed "preview" airshows, and we had a great time
watching the show and shooting the breeze with our
very hospitable Canadian friends. As dusk settled in, we
pitched our tents in the grass next to our airplanes and
bedded down for the night in a beautiful setting among
densely forested hills.
Sunday AM brought the Air affair, which is more or
less an "Airport Appreciation Day" type of event. The
town is invited to come out and look at the planes, the
events are relatively low-key, and except for the two
aerobatic acts, are mostly of the "Look how valuable the
local airport is" variety: helicopter water drops, fire
fighter deployment, stuff like that. There were a few
other display aircraft on the field: a T6 Texan, a CJ6
(Chinese YAK), the two airshow planes, and one or two
other homebuilts, but our little group of eight RVs,
along with Eustace Bowhay's and a couple of other Canadian RVs in attendance, really ended up being a cenHome Wing – Van’s Air Force
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tral attraction to the show. Scott Risan gave seven or
eight demo rides, and from the sound of it, sold nearly
as many kits. RVs definitely do sell themselves, as we
all know!
Come 1:00 Kevin and Brian blasted off, to return
via the way they came. The rest of us were still chatting
and hanging out, but eventually we got serious and
made our phone calls to customs and flight servic e, and
lifted off a little after 2:00.
My group of five decided to go back via a different
route — north then west over Shuswap Lake and the
Thompson River, then south down the Frasier river valley, past Hope and on to Bellingham to clear customs.
We didn't get a chance to stop at Hope as I had.... er....
hoped, but what a place that is from the air! It sits on the
edge of the Frasier River, at the base of towering snowcapped peaks where several deep river gorges come together. Apparently the location makes for good updrafts,
because at one point our five RVs were sharing the airspace pretty cozily with five graceful gliders.
As the mountains flattened out, the clouds disappeared and Puget sound came into view, and I tuned in
tower frequency at Bellingham and got a big surprise.
There was constant chatter, most of it military, and I had
to wait for about a minute before I could get a word in
edgewise. Tower came back with "Roger flight of five
experimentals, make left base runway 16, and this is going to be a flyby?" I said "Uh, no, we just want to
land...?" As we came in on short final with the A-10
waiting to take off, a C130 in the pattern and two F16s
behind us getting set for a flyby, we realized we had
stumbled into an airshow in progress! I must have
missed that in my briefing, but at any rate it wasn't a
field-closing event, so we got in and out without any
trouble, and what with us landing and departing as a
flight, probably fooled some people into thinking we
were part of the show.
If our experience with customs at Bellingham is any
indication, I'd definitely recommend it to others as a
place to clear. The agent was typically gruff and humorless, but she didn't hassle us about being late, poke into
our belongings, or threaten us with seizure for minor infractions. She even skipped selling us the $25 sticker
after confirming that we didn't have any definite plans to
fly to Canada again this year. She never cracked a smile,
but I could swear I detected a twinkle behind those reflective sunglasses.
We were all pretty hungry by then, so our next leg
was a short one -- about 10 minutes across the sound to
Roche Harbor for dinner. If you've ever dined at Roche
Harbor resort, you can imagine how this motley crew in
our faded jeans and airplane t-shirts must have stuck out
in their fancy restaurant. The dinners there are expenPage 5
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sive, but even though some of the guys' roast beef wasn't cooked quite to their liking (be careful about ordering
'rare' if you go there — you'll get it!), it was still quite
good, and sitting there looking out over the harbor we
all agreed that it was just about as good as it gets for a
restaurant that you can fly in to.
The leg home was a nice relaxing affair, with good
weather and benign, familiar territory to fly over. We
dropped in for gas at Scappoose just as the sun dropped
below the horizon, then departed to go on to our separate airports. What a wonderful trip!
See you there next year?
...Randall

The Rebuilding of N790DW
It’s Only One Pound…
By Don Wentz

H

ow many times have you heard, or worse yet,
said that? I can recall many times during the
construction of my RV-6 that I said that.
Remember, every extra pound you build into your
RV means 1 pound less baggage or fuel capacity. 1
pound closer to your aerobatic load limit, 1 more pound
of ‘feel’ and ‘quickness’ stolen from your stick, or your
roll-rate. Could even be 1 more pound of $$ and time
into your project.
Thus begins a series of articles in which I will ‘fessup’ to many of these “just 1 pound” items that I put in
my RV-6. I’ll try to include photos, reasons why or why
not, better options, whatever, as I attempt to remove
them all from my RV. Keep in mind that I am only trying to offer suggestions and ideas, there are few ‘rights
and wrongs’ in homebuilding an aircraft.
Why go to the trouble? Well, because I KNOW
what a 1050 lb RV-6 feels like to fly, because that’s
what mine used to weigh. It now weighs 1132 lbs and
feels like crap to fly (compared to when it was lighter).
The stick is heavy, landing speed is higher, vertical capability is reduced - it just does not feel the same!
Of course, most of the added weight is due to a
change from wood prop to Hartzell C/S, but before I get
rid of the prop (more on that later), I want to see how
much of that good feel I can get back through weight
reduction. I figure 30 lbs will be easy, 50 pounds would
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be hard, but desirable. I’ll also be moving weight farther
aft to help offset that prop on the nose.
My RV was built to be a fun, bore holes in the sky
type of airplane, not a cross country traveler, so my
needs will certainly vary from some of yours. But, regardless of how much equipment you ‘need’, the concepts still apply, so follow along while I put the RV-6
on a diet. (Speaking of DIETs, the first thing Van says
when we start talking about how to take weight out of
an RV is, “start with the pilot, probably easier to drop
20 pounds there”. As usual, he’s right, so in addition to
the plane’s diet, my diet has netted 20lbs, with another
20 to go!).

Chapter 1 - The Wings
How could you remove weight from completed wings?
Well, when I was building, I listened to all kinds of inputs, including those saying you should put your antennae in the wing tips. So, I put in coax lines to both wing
tips, ‘just in case’. After all, they only added a few
ounces each. DOH! I also ran 12 gauge ground wires
out to the strobe supplies, and separate grounds for the
landing lights, and extra power/ground wires for the additional taxi lights I thought I would add sometime.
Here is the pile of wire that I pulled from the wings. Total weight – almost 2.5 pounds!!
...dw
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Engine Woes
By Don Wentz

H

oping that it was just stuck rings, I pulled my
rear cylinders (40/80 cold) and took them to
ECI. Turns-out the Cermi-chrome in the barrels was worn too thin to salvage. Their theory is that I
had a set with 'too hard' rings, something that happened
for about a 3 year period in the early 90s. The spec of
the ring was changed without notice and result was lots
of cylinders with the cermi-chrome ruined.
Rather than getting these cylinders rebuilt, I traded
them in for newly Cermi-Nil coated cylinders, with
ALL new parts - pistons, rings, seats, valves, guides, retainers, etc., for $700 each. Same as new except the
heads are certified used instead of new.
With the cyl/piston off, I noted a small 'rocking' of
the conn rods at the crank. So I pulled them and on inspection they saw some particle damage to them. The
crank journals mic out ok and look good, so new bearings are going in.
Mike Wilson and I talked and he felt that I would be
'forever wondering' if I didn't check the front cylinders
too. He was right, so I pulled my front cylinders Saturday, and the bearings looked much better than the rears.
They theorized that since the oil comes from the back
and works fwd, possibly the rear bearings 'removed' the
stuff and less got to the front. Sounds plausible I guess.
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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We micrometered all of
my journals, all were within
new spec, so the crank is OK.
YAY! Carefully ni spected the
cam/lifters lastnight, they look
good so I'm not going any further. If the cam had any issues,
then it would have been off with
the engine and crack the case,
refurb everything else.
They looked at my 2
front cylinders and don't think
they are any good either. Not as
bad as the rears, but same issue
with wearing of the CermiChrome. Crap.
So, 4 new cylinders $702 each exchange. I'm staying with the stock 8.5 to 1 compression ratio, I figure longevity
is better than a little more horsepower.
I decided to have the
con rods inspected, new bushings, bearings, bolts, and
balanced, somewhere around 130 each. At least my top
end will be all fresh and like new, hopefully good for
more than 1000 hrs, 1400 would take me to TBO.
I worked mostly with David Aquino at ECI in
Troutdale. I have to say that he was extremely patient
and helpful, walked me thru many steps and told me
how to do things, even loaned me his personal Micrometer so I could verify the crank journals, and had a
mechanic stop what he was doing to show me the proper
way to measure the crank! This is my first foray into
the innards of a Lycoming engine, so I really needed the
guidance, and they were very helpful. After partially
disassembling the engine myself, I expect that when it's
time to fully overhaul it, if I have a shop like that to
work with me, I'll be doing the bulk of it myself, as
most of what we can do is just disassembly and reassembly, with new or remanufactured parts.
Other than that, the rebuild project on the rest of the
plane is going well, much of the list being driven by the
standards set by the more recent local builders. I've
scratched many items off the list as cosmetic or totally
elective (ie gear leg and wheel fairings), but the list of
must dos and weight reductions is still significant. I'm
making myself take the time to come up with the elegant
solutions and make things right, and I'm very happy
with the weight reduction efforts so far, just need to
keep at it.
...dw
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Flying Activities
Coordinator:

Randall Henderson, N6R
randallh@home.com, 503-297-5045

This month's main events are Jackpot, Arlington, and Oshkosh.
First, Jackpot: It looks like there will be a dozen or more Home Wing RVs heading
down for that (see the next page for a list), so the group will be well represented. Gary
Hanson has blocked out some rooms, but be sure to call Cactus Pete's to confirm -800-821-1103. Group fly-out, for those who wish to join, will be from Twin-Oaks at
10:00am Saturday.
Arlington: There are always a lot of Home Wing members who make their way up to that great grass-roots fly-in. I'll
be there, tent-camping next to my plane. Randy Lervold, Gary Hanson, Bob Neuner, Mike McGee, Chris Lund, Don
Wentz, Tim Bryan, and Greg Tanner have all told me they plan to go. I'm sure there will be many more of us up
there -- see you there!
Oshkosh: Rob Hickman told me he was thinking of going, but after his wingman bugged out he was having second
thoughts — he was afraid he'd be lonely and bored. Hah! Those of you who've been to Oshkosh can tell him he's not
likely to be either one! I asked around and got positive responses from Randy Lervold and Bob Neuner, and Harmon
and Marcy Lange will also be going, just as they have every year for the last 100 years. They'll be leaving Sunday
from SPB and plan to stay at Helena MT the first night, where they tell me the bunks are free. Contact Harmon or
Marcy (503-397-6916 harmon@langair.com) if you want to join their flight. And don't worry Rob, I'm sure you'll
have plenty of company!
Even if you missed Salmon Arm, it doesn't mean you can't still have some fun up North this summer!
Event
Description
Contact
While looking for
Carryover from last year -- Rob Hickman is still
info about the
hoping to get a group together for a day trip to
Rob Hickman
event
I
came
Silverwood ID (S62) . This is a theme park with its
503-524-3190
TBD
across
a
web
site
own airstrip right there -- pretty neat, especially for
RobHickman@aol.com
the kids. See their web site at
for the British
www.silverwood4fun.com/static
Columbia Aviation
This is gonna be great! Group departure is from Twin
Gary Hanson
Council
(www.
Jackpot Air Race Oaks at 10:00am, Saturday. Don't forget to confirm
503-628-2405
July 7-9
bcaviation.org/
your room with Cactus Pete's, 1-800-821-1103.
slhanson@teleport.com
Flying%20Club%
Fly Out to Cottage Grove to see the Hughes H1
20Events%20RB.
Brent Anderson
Racer project -- an amazing recreation of aviation
brenta@pcez.com
htm) -- they have a
July 21
history. Be sure to RSVP to Brent Anderson if you're
503-323-2012 days
list of upcoming
planning to go. And check out the web site on the
503-646-6380 eves
project -- www.wrightools.com/hughes.
events, including
fly-ins at Delta,
Steve Johanson is putting on an "RV Hangar Party" at
Chilliwack (Hope),
his hangar on the SW side of Salem Airport, from
Hangar Party at
Steve Johanson
Penticton,
Pitt
August 11
around 11:30-1:30, with hamburgers/hotdogs on the
503-363-5695
Salem Airport
grill. Please RSVP Steve if you can so they can get
M e a d o w s ,
an idea of how many will be there.
Kamloops
and
Anyone want to coordinate a Powell
River.
Reno Air Races. Brent Anderson, Bob Nenuer, John
flight down there? If so let
Sept. 13After
our
little
trip, I
Randall know so he can put
Porter, and Gary Hanson are all planning to go.
16
can tell you its
contact info in here. Either
Anyone else?
way, have fun!
sure worth going
up there.
At this point we're thinking Sullivan Lake WA, Tieton
Randall Henderson

Date

TBD

Saturday
mornings
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Lake WA or Red's Horse Ranch, in August or
September. Anyone who's interested, please contact
Randall and we can try to nail down a date and place.
Dawn Patrol every Saturday morning (weather
permitting). Meet on 122.75 or over Bald peak at
7:30am and we'll decide where to go for breakfast.

503-297-5045
randallh@home.com

...Randall

122.75
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Flying Activities
Hughes H1 Racer Fly-out
Photo courtesy of Jim Wright
News Flash- Since the last newsletter, it has been learned
that the Oregon Antique and Classic Aircraft Club is pla nning to have their fly-in at Cottage Grove the same weekend as our event, Many rare aircraft are expected. The
lunch BBQ plan has been expanded to include all in attendance, and a cashier will be available, If you have already RSVP’d and sent in a check for lunch, it will be
returned to you, The classic fly-in will add a fascinating
dimension to an already great event, so mark your cale ndar!
What: Fly-out event to see the Hughes H1 Racer flying
replica project
Where: Cottage Grove, Or (61S)
When: Saturday July 21, 2001
• Arrival 9:30-10:30
• Project Review 10:30-12:00
• Hamburger BBQ 12:00-1:00
RSVP:
• Brent Anderson
• Day phone 503 523 2012 Eve phone 503 646 6380
• Email brenta@pcez.com

Lunch:
• Museum Hangar at the west end of the taxiway near
the Village Green
• Menu BBQ’d hamburgers, trimmings, salads, chips
• Sodas and coffee will be available
• Cost is $6.00 + beverage.
• Pay the cashier at the hangar
• For more info on the H1 project go to www.
wrightools.com. For more info on the antique fly-in
call Doug Yarbrough at 541 746 3246

Jackpot Trip Update
The Jackpot event is coming up this Saturday. Below is the latest summary of the participants and their contact information. Cactus Pete’s phone is 800-821-1103, pilots should contact the hotel in advance to guarantee their rooms.
Gary sent e-mail to all separately with the hotel phone and reservation number. Contact Gary if you missed this info.
For those interested in the group departure it will be from Twin Oaks at approximately 9:30-10:00 am (after the first
breakfast shift) on Saturday July 7th. There are some back seats open for those interested.
...Randy,
N558RL

pilot
Gary Hanson
Randy Lervold
Randall Henderson
Kevin Lane
Steve Johansen
Jake Thiessen
Bob Neunner
Mike McGee

pax
Mike Johnson
Jeanne
Tom Phy
Joan
??
Diana

plane
RV-6A
RV-8
RV-6
RV-6A
RV-8A
RV-4
RV-6
RV-4
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hotel
confirmed
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

e-mail
slhanson@teleport.com
randy@rv-8.com
randallh@home.com

phone
503-628-0312 office
360-901-2150 cell
503-297-5045

notes
event co-chair
event co-chair

n3773@earthlink.net

503-363-5695
503-606-0569
bobn@ims.com
Mike.McGee@onemain.com

503-534-1219
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EAA Technical Counselors
Chapter 105:
Dan Benua
Randall Henderson
Dave Lewis, Sr.
Mike Robertson
Bill Truax
Don Wentz
Chapter 902:
Brian Moentenich
Jerry Darrah

503-621-3323, danbenua@mail.com
503-297-5045, randallh@home.com
503-690-8237
503-681-5337, mrobert569@hotmail.com
360-582-0558, goonybrd@olypen.com
503-543-2298, jwentz@columbia -center.org
503-666-7518, Brian.L.Moentenich@usace.army.mil
503-254-9992

EAA Flight Advisors wanted! We have a number of technical counselors in the group now, but our participation in the EAA Flight Advisor program is lacking. This is a valuable companion program to the
Technical Counselor program. If you are a flight instructor please consider signing up, and letting the
group (and your EAA chapter of course) know about it.

1/1/2002
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Classifieds...
FOR SALE
Tools for sale:
Desoutter angle drill 5500 rpm, American Pneumatic
squeezer w/ 3" yoke, 3X rivet gun, 8 piece bucking bar
set, 8 piece rivet gun set, Misc. dies for squeezer, Machine micro countersink w/cutters, Bucket of clecos:
3/32 & 1/8, Lots of misc. rivets, I0-320 motor mount.
$600. for the lot. Mike Helton, 503-826-0485,
mhe2136420@aol.com, 7/01
RV-6 Kit — I inherited part of a RV -6 kit when my father
died and I am not interested in building. He purchased
empennage, wing, and fuselage kits. The kits are
around $9,000 in todays prices but would be willing to
sell them all for $6,000. All still in crates and never been
used. David Drake (540) 384-6976, dp_drake@msn.
com, 8/01
RV-8A Project - RV -8A empennage kit (completed except for the fiberglass tips) and a wing kit (left wing under construction, outboard leading edge done with landing light, front and rear spars assembled with ribs and
primed ready for skinning)for sale. I have lost my medical due to a health problem and want to sell them. In addition I have a very complete list of pneumatic tools,
squeezer, drills, die grinder, 2X gun, right angle drill,
pneumatic pop riveter, and lots of hand tools including
squeezer, a complete set of dimple dies, Avery Hand
Riveting and Dimpling tool, counter sinks, rivets, pneumatic/hand squeezer yokes, back riveting set, bucking
bars, full set of plate nut drill jigs (#6,#8,& #10), Rivet
Removal tool, 2 micro-stop countersink cages, several
countersink sets, over 800 3/32" clecos, about 300 1/8",
and about 25 5/32" clecos. Empennage and wing kits
are for sale for $6,500.00. Tools are for sale to the highest bidder. All the tools were purchased brand new from
Avery and ATS & Wicks Aircraft Supply. I would appreciate finding a home for what was for me a lifetime
dream project. Contact Bill, 503-648-4328 and 503-6484583, billb79@telocity.com. Items can be viewed at
1224 SE 36th St., Hillsboro, OR, 8/01
Finished RV8 empennage - With serial number, plans,
builders manual. Internal surfaces primed, excellent
workmanship (checked by A&P early on). Best Offer.
Have digitized photos of project that I can send if interested. Steve Prull, Bend, OR, sprull@bendcable.com,
541-383-8277, 10/01
RV6 Fuse jig— Free for the taking to anyone in need.
Pat Hammell, Phammell@teleport.com (503) 640-9414
Home, (503) 532-9789 Work
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Classifieds are free to Home Wing members. Ads will run for three
months. Send to editor by e-mail or mail. Renewals ok, just let editor
know. Date at end of the ad is last month ad scheduled to run.

RV-4 Fuse Jig - Used by several local builders, FREE.
Mike Adams, seaok71302@juno.com, 10//01
Hangar space available at HIO - Large T hanger, 1/2
or 1/3 available. Easily fits an RV (Heck, Ken's used to
be there before he moved!) 1/3 or 1/2 of $340/month.
Contact Steve Harris, harriss@esi.com, (503) 671-5437
work, (503) 647-1989 home 10/01
Altitude Encoder — Amer-King AK-350. New in box,
paid $159, sell $125. Jeff Jasinsky, 360-834-6315, jasinsky@pacifier.com, 10/01
VANS Voltage regulator— p/n ES VR-1751 (fixed 13.8
volt) Installed but never used. $25. Contact Joe Blank
503-829-6333, 9/01
Paint For Sale - I have a bunch of paint still available.
Items for sale include:
(4) Gal.Aluminum paint.(single component)
(1) 2 gal. kit Aluminum epoxy
(1) 1 gal. kit Flat gray (F-16 camo.,)
(2) 1 gal. kits ,flat white
(10) 11/2 gal kits , scuff resistant light gray (cockpit interior,hanger/garage floor?)
(2) 1 gal. kits , gloss gray
(2) 1/2 gal. kits, gloss gray
(2) 1 gal. kits yellow primer
(4) 1 gal. kits fiber glass sanding sealer
(3) gal.fiber glass pin hole filler
18 gal. thinner
Everything $10.00 per gal. call Tom @ 503-452-3743, email @ rozy26@excel.com, 9/01
Duckworks Landing Lights - Retro-fittable, light, easy
installation. Kits start at $69, discount for Home Wingers. Don Wentz, 503-696-7185

WANTED
RV Partnership Wanted — Would like to build a RV
either a 9, or 7. I don't have the room to build one but
would like to find a partner that lives near my location
(Clackamas). Gary Matusch, 503-658-5305, 7/01
RV-4 Wanted— am looking all over the place for a decently constructed RV-4 with an 0-320 low-time and
have not found one yet. I am in the market with a fistful
of cash.. any and all leads would be appreciated. Jim,
arg1@capital.net, 8/01
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The Tool Exchange
The Home Wing owns a selection of tools for use by its members. The Toolmeister is: Brent Ohlgren, 503-2888197, obrento@aracnet.com. Please observe our Tool Policy:

Home Wing Tool Policy
• Everything goes through Brent — do not give the tool to another member.
• Brent will keep an accurate sign-out sheet for each item so he knows where it is at all times.
• Brent will inspect all tools upon their return. If there is any damage he will ask you to pay for the repair (with the
threat of public humiliation if you fail to be a grown-up).
The ability to have use of these expensive tools is a real membership benefit, let’s respect the group’s assets.

Home Wing Tools
HVLP paint sprayer, turbine type. Includes gun and air turbine.
Hole template for instrument panel.
Wire crimping tool & die large gauge wires (e.g. battery leads)
Brake lining rivet set.
Tune-up & annual kit (compression checker, mag timing light, timing dial, mag adjustment tool, plug gapper, high voltage cable tester, and plug vibrator cleaner.
Aircraft scales — allows you to accurately weigh your beast and also determine CG.
Oil filter cutter—custom make by Stan V.
Wing Jacks—works for all models except RV-3

In addition to the Home Wing’s tools, certain benevolent members have tools they may be willing to loan. Let the
editor know if you have jigs, tools, or shop space to loan, exchange, or otherwise provide.

Tools For Loan
Item
Custom cutting wheel mandrel
(for cutting your canopy)
Prop tach (calibrate your tach)
Engine stand
Surveyor's transit level (handy way to level wing and
fuselage jigs
Back riveting contraption (large, counterweighted
bucking bar and suspension system and offset back
rivet sets
Lead crucible (for melting lead for elevator counterweights)
Table saw taper jig (for tapering wing spar flange
strips)
48" pan brake located at hanger PLS D-10 at Troutdale if an RV builder needs some metal bent.
Aircraft tire bead breaker, for tire removal

Owner/lender
Stan VanGrunsven

Phone / e-mail

Mike McGee
Don Wentz
Bill Kenny

503-534-1219, jmpcrftr@teleport.com
503-696-7185
503-590-8011

Bob Neuner

503-771-6361

Doug Stenger

503-324-6993

Carl Weston

503-649-8830

Kevin Lane

503-233-1818, n3773@mciworld.com

Kevin Lane

503-233-1818, n3773@mciworld.com

Kevin Lane

503-233-1818, n3773@mciworld.com

Special letter drill used to ream rear spar bolts/
straight reamer for rear spar/
Lasar T-300 magneto timing tool.

Randy Lervold

360-817-9091, randy@rv-8.com

Precision Steel Fuselage Jig for RV-6/6A

Bill Drake

360-687-1698, rv6134WD@uswest.net,

Compound lever action lug crimper (for battery wires) Gary Dunfee
and engine hoist
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Home Wing info:
A non-profit volunteer organization dedicated to building and flying Van’s RV Series Aircraft
Newsletter editor & publisher ............... Randy Lervold 360-817-9091, randy@rv-8.com
Membership (dues & database) ............. Randy Lervold 360-817-9091, randy@rv-8.com
Meeting coordinator ............................. Randall Henderson 503-297-5045, randallh@home.com
Flying activities coordinator .................. Randall Henderson 503-297-5045, randallh@home.com
Annual fly-in leader ............................. Don Wentz 503-543-2298
Home Wing web site ........................... www.vanshomewing.org
Webmaster .......................................... Randall Henderson randallh@home.com
Disclaimer: The Van’s Air Force Home Wing newsletter is in no way a publication of Van’s Aircraft or any other corporation. All
products reviewed or mentioned are not necessarily recommended for use by the Home Wing, but are included for informational purposes only. All builders tips represent only the means by which the builder whose name is associated with the tip chose to build his/her
aircraft. Builder’s tips are not meant to replace the plans and instructions from Van’s Aircraft. All builder’s tips are presented only as
a source of information and a forum for exchange and the sharing of ideas and construction methods. NO responsibility or liability is
assumed, expressed, or implied as to the suitability, accuracy, safety or approval thereof. Any party using the suggestions, ideas, or
examples does so at their own risk and discretion and without recourse against anyone. The editor of the Home Wing newsletter and
the builder’s tips submitters are not responsible for any product or builder’s tips misuse, incorrect construction, or design failure, nor
any other peril. Any material printed within may be reprinted without permission, but please give credit to the original source and author. If the original source is not the Home Wing newsletter, it is not necessary to credit the Home Wing newsletter, only the original
source and author. The Home Wing newsletter is published more or less monthly. Subscriptions are $10/year. Complimentary issue for
new builders upon request. Mail or e-mail all subscriptions, ideas, tips, tricks, and articles to the newsletter editor.

Home Wing Membership Sign-up/Renewal
To join or renew, fill out this form and mail to Randy Lervold, 5228 NW 14th Circle, Camas, WA 98607,
along with $10 for renewals or new subscriptions. Please make checks payable to either Randy Lervold or
Home Wing. If you are renewing you only need to give your name, payment method, and any other information that has changed. Please don’t forget your e-mail address and newsletter distribution method.
Use this form for address changes too!
Name:

Home phone:

Address:

Work phone:

City, State, Zip:

E-Mail:

Project:
RV-3 o
RV-6 o
RV-7 o
RV-8 o
RV-9A

o

Status:
RV-4 o

Not started

o
RV-7A o
RV-8A o
RV-10 o

Empennage

(four place)

Flying

RV-6A

Home Wing – Van’s Air Force

Wings
Fuselage
Finish kit

Newsletter

o
o
o
o
o
o

Distribution:
E-mail (pdf)
Mail

Payment:

o
o

Check
Cash
Info change only

o
o
o

EAA Chapter: ______
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